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Psalm 130                          “Considering Funerals”                            R.P.C. 
John 11: 1-6 ,17-27                                                                          April 6, 2014 
                                           Daniel D. Robinson, Pastor 
 
    Jesus didn’t make it to the funeral of his friend Lazarus.  By the time he finally 
got to Bethany, Lazarus had already been entombed for three days. But then 
Jesus - fighting back the tears - raises Lazarus. It doesn’t escape the attention of 
the disciples, of Mary and Martha and even of us that Jesus seems to have 
intentionally delayed his trip to Bethany. The first word that Jesus receives is that 
Lazarus is ill … just ill. 
    But John’s gospel says that Jesus delayed going to Bethany, hence to Lazarus – 
apparently on purpose. It would seem as if Jesus was using this episode 
concerning the illness and death of his good friend Lazarus as a “teachable 
moment.”  It also seems that John is using this account as a kind of foreshowing 
for what is eventually going to happen to Jesus. Did you notice the reference to 
three days in the tomb? And did you also notice that what we have is a 
resurrection BEFORE the resurrection of Jesus –a divine foreshadowing for what is 
to come? 
    This Sunday, against the backdrop of this pre-resurrection story of the raising of 
Lazarus from death, I thought it appropriate to invite us to think about funerals – 
about your funeral and the funerals of those whom we love.  We have had quite a 
number of funerals here at Riverside recently. They seem to come in three’s and 
they also seem to be more prevalent at this time of year. I looked back through 
our records, and in the nearly 12 years I have been here as pastor, there have 
been 184 funerals or memorial services here at Riverside, averaging about 15 per 
year.  Death is inevitable for all of us. And the church’s response at the time of 
death is to corporately gather as the body … for a funeral. 
    All funerals are responses to a human need. Every society has recognized that 
death is a significant moment in the journey of life. Christian funerals are a time 
for us to publically testify to our faith in the Gospel and to make affirmations 
about the resurrection hope we have in and through the Lord Jesus Christ. 
    Perhaps some of you might be thinking that it’s unusual or even a bit morbid to 
use a sermon to address the issue of funerals. But then what better place is there 
to speak of the reality of death than in the midst of a worshipping community of 
fellow believers – as those who affirm together from the words of the Apostles’ 
Creed, “… the resurrection of the body and life everlasting….” 
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    So it is here that we can gather to look at the inevitability of death. Yet, we do 
so not with a sense of hopelessness or resignation; we are, as the Apostle Paul 
puts it, “to make sure that we do not grieve … like the other people who have no 
hope” (I Thess. 4). Rather this is an opportunity for us to state and to show what 
we believe about God. 
    Except for the rise in hospice programs in recent years, we have become a 
death-denying and ‘death-discussion-avoiding’ society in recent generations. 
When a person seems to be approaching that stage of death in their journey of 
life we tend to rush them off to the hospital or the nursing home – out of sight, 
out of mind. Or, when a death occurs suddenly, we depend on the ‘funeral 
industry’ to quickly step in, and ‘take over’, making all the arrangements. 
    It was not too many years ago, that death and funerals were not approached 
quite that way. When a person died, the family took care of ALL the preparations. 
In the presence of the deceased, family and friends gathered to mourn and share 
memories, often staying up all night, and then the burial took place the very next 
day. In that context death was viewed as a natural part of the cycle life, not as its 
antitheses to be avoided and hidden away. 
    Presbyterian minister and professor of preaching, Tom Long, has a wonderful 
book on Christian Funerals – (if we are willing to call funerals wonderful.) The 
book is appropriately titled, “Accompanying Them with Singing. The Christian 
Funeral.” Long notes that funerals in our age have fundamentally changed. 
Whereas funerals once were a time for the church to gather and to reaffirm 
among the living what we believe about God and our dying, we have made 
funerals almost exclusively about us … about our grief and our memories. 
    If you will note the obituaries in the paper, a shrinking number of the funerals 
take place in a church any more, with a growing number being held at the lodge 
or the clubhouse of a condo. And while I understand the family request to make 
the service a “celebration” of the life of the deceased – therefore presumably 
“upbeat” and not morbid – Christian funerals are to include an emphasis upon 
faith in God, and the hope of resurrection, and therefore are to be a celebration 
of God’s gift of salvation. 
   Sometimes it is said, “Funerals are for the living.” Who would deny that truth? 
Those who find themselves in the acute crisis of grief need the comfort of their 
faith and their church in the midst of their grief and loss. 
    And yet, if one looks at the historic funeral rites of the church, or if one harkens 
back to funerals of a couple of generations ago, it seems clear that Christian 
funerals were more focused on God. In the funeral, we give back to God the life 
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that has been given to us.  We also used to see the funeral in much way as we 
saw any other service of worship – namely, an opportunity to worship God! In 
fact, you may have noticed that I begin our funeral/memorial services with a 
statement like, “We have gathered here today to WORSHIP GOD and to give God 
thanks for the life of … whoever is being remembered. 
    In focusing upon ourselves, funerals have become rather thin theologically.  
While I am not opposed to the sharing of story-telling about the fun times and 
humorous accounts about the deceased, sometimes that too becomes a way of 
avoiding the grief. I’m not advocating for morbid, exclusively somber funerals, but 
I am grateful that we have more to say at a funeral, than simply what a great and 
funny person the deceased was. We get to say not only great things about the 
deceased, but also get to declare what a great God we have – one who grants to 
us the gift of salvation to eternal life through God’s Son: 
 d. that is where we are to find our hope – that is where we are to find our joy in 
the midst of our sorrow. 
    In my experience the time of death, when grief and death take over all our 
thoughts, is not the best time to thoughtfully consider funerals. Even if the death 
is anticipated, the actual moment can still leave our thinking in a state of 
numbness and cloudiness. So since our text for today addresses the death of 
Lazarus, for whom none of us has a particular emotional attachment, this passage 
gives an opportune time for us to “think” about funerals – it’s another “teachable 
moment.” So let me suggest some ideas and words that might define funerals in 
light of our Christian faith: 
    The first word that comes to mind is “proclamation.” The gospel is to be 
proclaimed at a funeral, not in the abstract, but as refracted through the life of 
the person who has died, as well as through our circumstances and feelings in 
light of this death. At a funeral, it is to be stated that Christians are traveling 
toward the fulfilled promise of resurrection hope. We will be joining the 
communion of saints who have preceded us in death. And that means that a 
funeral is not simply recollecting pleasant memories from the life of the deceased. 
It is an affirmation that all the saints will gather together to give praise and glory 
to God and his Son our Savior, an image clearly described in the Book of 
Revelation. 
    A second word is “offering.” No, I don’t mean the usual financial contribution 
that occurs at most services of worship.  A funeral affords the opportunity for 
people to offer to God what we have brought to worship – our lives – our “selves” 
– our eternal destinies.  At a funeral we primarily offer back to God the one who 
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has died … but we also offer to God the realization of our created-ness – hence 
our dependence upon the Creator who has granted each of us the breath of life. 
We offer to God our memories, our emotions and the reaffirmation of our faith in 
the eternal goodness and mercy of God. 
    Another word that comes to mind for we Christians and funerals is “church.” A 
funeral is for the whole church, not just for the grieving family and close friends. 
The church as the body of believers walks alongside the grieving family survivors 
and the grieving friends. Remember, we are to bear one another’s burdens, all 
along the path of the Christian life, and now we walk with one another at the time 
of death. 
    Another word identifying Christian funerals is “therapeutic.” A Christian funeral 
helps to heal the broken hearts of the mourners, and it does so by placing the 
sadness of the death into the context of the gospel story – of eternal good news 
even in the face of this moment’s sorrows. Part of that gospel story includes an 
account like the one shared today, where Jesus weeps for those who die, like his 
friend Lazarus – but he does more than just weep – through him God raises lives 
to victory over death and grants the gift of eternal life. Grief requires not simply 
healing compassion, but also restored meaning and renewed life, both here in this 
earthy life, and in the life to come. 
   A further word for a Christian funeral is “commemorative.”  While a funeral as a 
service of worship is to be more than eulogizing the dead, we are to never forget 
that a real person died. A funeral is intended to be personalized as we remember 
a specific individual as a gift from the hand of God. A Christian funeral therefore 
remembers the person and gives thanks to God for this real life, just as we also 
commemorate and remember the real life of Jesus. 
    A final word is that a Christian funeral is “evangelistic.” There… I said it… I dared 
to use the “e” word in the presence of Presbyterians. But as is true of all services 
of Christian worship, a funeral is a gathering of faithful people who testify to 
everyone - including those who may not be Christians – what it is that we believe 
about God in Jesus Christ. This does not mean accosting someone into belief, lest 
they receive God’s judgment without faith, but it does mean expressing the 
inviting call of Jesus to “come, follow me.” As we worship, we show forth to all 
what we believe, and in so doing, we seek the spirit to awaken the Christian faith 
in all those present. 
    Having said all of this, as your pastor I encourage you to plan your funeral. 
Funeral preparation is not a morbid task to be avoided; but rather it is an 
acknowledgment of our understanding of the completion of a full journey of life. 
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So write your desires and wishes down; include your favorite scripture passages 
and hymns, songs, writings, poems - and your favorite life experiences. Your 
survivors will be grateful, because remembering such details is never easy in the 
midst of grief. And while death can never be considered to be unexpected, the 
moment of death can certainly be a surprise.  
    The seasons of our lives do not endure forever. The Christian life cycle begins at 
baptism, and it ends in death. The church has always seen a foreshadowing of our 
end in our beginning. Baptism has always been compared to death – the death of 
the old self and the beginning of a new life. 
    In fact, Martin Luther spoke of baptism as a dress rehearsal for death. It is our 
first experience of letting go, of casting ourselves upon the mercy of the 
everlasting arms of God – of hoping only in God. When Luther was asked if he 
feared death, he replied, “No, because I have already died a hundred deaths, 
beginning with my baptism, and I cannot fear what I have already done.” The 
Christian’s hope at death is the same hope which sustains the Christian 
throughout life: that the God who has claimed us, and loved us, and grasped us in 
life, will continue to claim us, and love us and grasp us in death. 
    In a death-denying and death-avoiding society, the church is able to boldly and 
confidently face that which the world spends most of its time running away from. 
The church is able to do this because of our bold and confident faith in the eternal 
love of God. 
   We see that love visibly displayed for us in the sacrament that is before us.   
Actually, when we think about it, this sacrament has many of the same elements 
as a Christian funeral. For here too we find proclamation, an offering, the 
gathered church, therapeutic care, a commemoration, an evangelistic witness. 
Here we Christians attest that Jesus Christ is Lord of life and life eternal. He is the 
one who, just as he raised Lazarus, will one day raise us as well. All praise and 
thanks be to God.                    Amen. 
     
 
   
    


